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EDITOR'S Letter

A

Fearsome

Finish?

It had to happen: A UBS Hong Kong Open title
contender coming to grief in spectacular fashion at

est hole on the course. But by the end of the event –
just 24 hours later – that figure had leapt to almost 4.

the very last hole of the Championship. This time it
was poor old Robert Karlsson who butchered the

2, making it the third toughest. (The par four 1st
and 9th holes, which are normally played as par

18th at Fanling, double bogeying after a fluffed chip
to gift the tournament to Miguel Angel Jimenez.

fives by the members, were the only holes to rank
higher). These are staggering statistics when you

Not that the Spaniard played the hole particularly
well himself: on the green in regulation, the man

come to think of it.
Don’t get me wrong, the 18th is a tricky hole.

from Malaga proceeded to three-putt from 30-feet
after misjudging his first effort. And let’s not forget

Although not long (a shade over 400 yards, which is
considered pretty short by today’s standards), there’s

crowd favourite K.J. Choi. The Korean, vying to
become the first Asian winner of the event since

plenty of opportunity to stuff it up. A narrowish
landing area flanked by trees (ask KJ, Kingston et

Kang Wook-soon in 1998, hooked his tee shot into
the trees from where he made a bogey when a par

al), a steep bank fronting the putting surface (ask
Karlsson) and a sloping, tilted green (ask Jimenez).

would have been good enough to get into a playoff.
Not that any of this was a surprise. We all re-

But if you went out and played it today, you probably wouldn’t consider it particularly taxing – not

member James Kingston’s shenanigans at the 18th
in 2004 (when he surrendered the title to a grateful

easy, you understand, but hardly a monster.
The reason it causes so much despair was summed

Jimenez – again, the lucky chap) and in 2005 (Monty
was the benefactor that year), as well as countless

up best by one senior Hong Kong Golf Association
figure who told me, “People don’t make a mess of

other incidences over the years where players who
had a chance of Hong Kong Open glory managed

the 18th. They make a mess of the 72nd – there’s a
big difference.”

to make a hash of things at the time when it mattered most. The question is why. With the excep-

He’s right, of course, so we’re all looking forward to next year – the event’s 50th birthday – when

tion of the 18th at Carnoustie perhaps, no other
closing hole in professional golf has yielded so many

the same thing will doubtless happen again.

mistakes on the final day. It can’t all be down to
nerves, can it?
Well, yes it can, is the short answer to that one.
For the first three days of the tournament, scoring
average at the 18th was 4.05, a tiny fraction above
par. At that stage it was ranked as the eighth hard-
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DELTA Golf

Enter
the

It’s a game of two halves
at Dragon Lake – one of
the most ambitious
projects to have opened
in recent times.

Dragon
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DELTA Golf

Prime Real Estate: Dragon Lake is much more than just a golf course.
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DELTA Golf
Opened for play in 2003, this intriguing Dick Davidson-designed course

for players of average ability. Watch out
for the greens, though. They’re strongly

GUANGZHOU DRAGON LAKE GOLF CLUB
Dragon Lake International Village,
Beixing, Huadu, Guangzhou
Tel: +86 (0)208 679 0888
Fax: +86 (0)208 679 7888
Email: dragonlake@dragonlake.com.cn
Website: www.dragonlake.com.cn
Par 72. Yardage:
7,134 / 6,662 / 6,228 / 4,992
Plus additional 9 holes
Designed by Dick Davidson
visitors welcome
Carts & caddies mandatory

might not be the easiest to reach from
Hong Kong, but it’s certainly worth a

contoured and can cause more than a
little embarrassment for overly bold

side trip if you find yourself stuck in
Guangzhou with five hours to spare.

putters.
The final nine holes are a wild stretch

Supplemented by a rather bizarre ‘Scottish’ themed clubhouse, an equally in-

and really do separate the men from the
boys. Characterized by constant eleva-

triguing ‘European-style’ village – comprising a hotel and a large retail area -

tion change, this part of the course rampages through dense jungle, and unerr-

and an excellent 3-hole practice facility,
the club already provides a fairly decent

ing accuracy, rather than great length,
will win the day. Not everyone will agree

ACCOMMODATION
First-rate rooms are available in the
club’s newly-opened hotel, which is
located within the Dragon Lake
European Village.

array of amenities. But according to the
club’s management, this is only the start.

with the hidden landing area on the fourteenth – an extremely tight dogleg right

Plans for a further 18 holes (the club has
just opened a third nine), more hotels,

par four – or the blind lay-up required
on the monstrously tough par-five

two clubhouses and upwards of a thousand residences are in the pipeline. If

seventeenth, but at least these holes can’t
be accused of being bland. Far from it.

realized, this will undoubtedly make
Dragon Lake one of the most ambitious

This being China, the obligatory island
green makes an appearance on the down-

‘golfing’ projects since Mission Hills.
Although ‘a game of two halves’ is

hill par-three, sixteenth.
Interestingly, Aaron Baddeley – the

better known as a footballing cliché, it
could also apply to Dragon Lake’s origi-

talented young Aussie pro - brought his
International Junior Championship to

nal 18 holes. The front nine has an agreeable parkland feel to it and lies on gen-

the club in early 2006 where the winning score over four rounds was 3 over

erally flat to gently rolling terrain, interspersed by some fine mature trees and

par. Baddely, himself, fared a mite better in the pro-am shooting a stellar round

man-made water hazards. It’s nice golf,
taxing at times, but manageable enough

of 62 which included a hole-in-one on
the sixteenth.

NEED TO KNOW

GETTING THERE
The club provides a shuttle bus to the centre
of Guangzhou; call club for details.
Taxi from Guangzhou – Club: Journey Length
50mins; Approx RMB130
Taxi from Baiyun International Airport – Club:
Journey Length: 20mins; Approx RMB50
By Train from Hong Kong:
Hunghom – Guangzhou East Railway
Station: 12 trains daily
Guangzhou East Railway Station –
Hunghom: 12 trains daily
Journey Length: Approx 1hr 45mins
COSTS
Weekday HK$810,
Weekend HK$1,255 inculded greenfee,
caddie & cart
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Attention to Detail:
(clockwise from right):
European-influenced
architecture abounds
at Dragon Lake; the
Scottish-themed
clubhouse; fine dining;
the new nine holes are
floodlit for night golf.
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DELTA Golf
18

+86 (0)208 679 0888
+86 (0)208 679 7888
dragonlake@dragonlake.com.cn
72
7,134 / 6,662 / 6,228 / 4,992
Dick Davidson

9
2003
Dick
Davidson

14
Par 4
5

17

Par 5

16
2006

7

2006

RMB130
RMB50

11

<>

IMG
18
3

2
Aaron Baddeley
2006
3
Pro-Am

62
16

Sweet Sixteen: An island green at this par-three.
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HK$810

HK$1,255
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UPDATE
COURSE NEWS

Monty’s Vietnamese Jewel
of the Marble Mountains
and South China Sea.
Montgomerie, the winner of 40 professional
tournaments worldwide,
grew up at Royal Troon on
Scotland’s west coast, to
which he favorably compares this stretch of Vietnamese linksland.
“The weather’s warmer
here,” said Montgomerie.
“In regards to design
though, we found land
that is hugely similar to
what we find at home.
Actually, it’s surprisingly
similar to Scotland and the
rugged nature of the Scot-

On-site: Monty and team survey the scene.

Buoyed by a two-day site inspection of his new design near
the storied sands of China Beach,
Colin Montgomerie predicts
great things for The
Montgomerie Links Vietnam.
“I think this site, this golf

A week before his World Cup
triumph, the big Scot visited
the site of his latest course
design – the Montgomerie
Links Vietnam.

tish coastline.”
Sure to be talked about
is The Montgomerie Links
Vietnam’s 11th hole, an
uphill, false-fronted par-3
heavily fortified by
bunkers. It’s reminiscent
of No. 5 at Australia’s

course, will become world
renowned,” Montgomerie said of Cen-

Vietnam, The Montgomerie Links Viet-

Royal Melbourne, one of
Montgomerie’s all-time favorite courses.

tral Vietnam’s first layout. “We have to
build a course that challenges myself —

nam is on track to open its driving range
next month. Its first nine holes will open

“This is an exciting area, Vietnam, especially this particular region, China Beach,

my standard of play — and challenges a
beginning standard, and we’ve got that

for play next spring.
Under Montgomerie’s direction, more

the historical nature of it and what we
can do here,” Montgomerie said. “It’s a

dead right on this course.”
Montgomerie addressed a horde of

than 150 local labourers are coaxing a
world-class links-style track from this

beautiful beach, a beautiful golf course
site. To find a course site like this, these

Southeast Asian media during a press
conference held at the nearby Nam Hai

tropical dunescape. The routing moves
boldly over a striking landscape of wispy

days, is very rare. To have this opportunity — to build a course here that carries

Resort on Nov. 17. Though torrential
rains the previous week had caused

casuarinas pines, a fitting-but-more-exotic stand-in for Scottish gorse. The site’s

my name — is something that couldn’t
be resisted.”

widespread damage throughout Central

towering sand dunes afford long views

Course developer Indochina Capital
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has committed US$45 million to The

said Peter Ryder, CEO of Indochina

Montgomerie Links Vietnam project,
breaking new leisure ground in the most

Capital, “but what’s special about this
one is that we, with the help of Colin’s

promising resort region yet developed
in Vietnam.

expertise, are creating something that
will take golf to a whole new level in

Last December, another Indochina
property, a posh super-resort and spa

this country.”
In addition to the clubhouse and range,

dubbed The Nam Hai, opened to worldwide acclaim on a site just five kilome-

the 70-plus-hectare development will
include 60 spectacularly designed villas

ters south of the Montgomerie Links. The
most prestigious hotel groups in the

for sale on 38,000 square meters called
The Montgomerie Links Estates.

world, including Raffles, Banyan Tree,
Kor and Hyatt, are now developing re-

Montgomerie’s two-day November
visit included a private dinner with some

sorts in the region.
While 15 golf courses are now open

of Vietnam’s highest-ranking government officials. It was to have included a

for play in Vietnam, mainly around Ho
Chi Minh City and Hanoi, the first in

“construction commencement” ceremony at the course site. However, out

this central region, The Montgomerie
Links Vietnam, will open to instant

of respect and concern for those who experienced loss in the central coast floods

demand.
“We have more than a dozen ongoing

the previous week, Indochina Capital
cancelled the event and instead donated

projects totaling more than $1 billion in
development cost throughout Vietnam,”

the allotted funds to aid victims of the
disaster.

Montgomerie and his agent IMG —
which is also providing the course design and construction support for The
Montgomerie Links project — made
donations of their own.
“I think the warmth of the Vietnamese people, which I felt today on site, I
will take with me and mention when I
travel home and other places around the
world,” Montgomerie said. “The people
of Vietnam have a warmth, and I feel
very much at home.”
Montgomerie currently has seven
original course designs open for play
worldwide. He has more than 10
courses in some stage of construction
or design. The other four courses to
bear Montgomerie’s name — an honor
reserved for layouts where the site and
development partners were personally
chosen by the golfer himself — are located in Dubai, Ireland, Scotland and
Wales. AGE
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TOURNAMENT Golf

Another Fanling

Thriller
Photos courtesy of Parallel Media Group

The 72nd hole causes yet
more heartache as Karlsson
collapses to allow Jimenez second
Hong Kong title.

14
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Heartbreak Hole: Karlsson duffs his chip at the last
(note his ASIAN
right hand
sliding off the15club).
GOLF EXPLORER

TOURNAMENT Golf
Miguel Angel Jimenez won last
month’s UBS Hong Kong Open in one of
the most dramatic finishes in the
tournament’s 49-year history.
The Spaniard triumphed by a single
shot in the US$2.25 million event despite
bogeying the final hole as playing partner Robert Karlsson finished with a
double bogey.
Jimenez carded a three-under-par 67
at the Hong Kong Golf Club in Fanling
to finish on 15-under 265 – enough to
land the trophy for a second time following his success in 2004.
Sweden’s Karlsson recorded a 72 to finish in a three-way tie for second on 14under 266 with Korean star KJ Choi (67)
and Thailand’s Thongchai Jaidee (65).
“It’s very nice to win a tournament
again, it’s great,” said the 43-year-old
Jimenez, who collected the winner’s
cheque for US$375,000.
“I played well throughout the week
so I’m very pleased. But I feel for Robert
and the way he finished. He played so
good all week and then had a double at
the last. It’s not the best way to finish.”
Record crowds witnessed moments of
high drama as first Choi and then
Karlsson and Jimenez stumbled on
Fanling’s notoriously tricky par-four
18th hole.
PGA Tour ace Choi produced a miraculous second shot from behind some trees
to the edge of the green, but rolled his
chip into a back bunker and was forced
to settle for a bogey five.
That left Karlsson and Jimenez, locked
together at 16-under, two strokes clear
coming to the 18th.
But Karlsson – who had begun the day
four strokes clear of the Spaniard – hit
his approach short and fluffed his third
shot, hitting a bank at the front of the
green, before chipping his fourth shot to
within five feet.

16
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That left Jimenez, who was on the

“It’s not easy. I miss on the left and he

green in two and 20 feet from the pin,
with two putts to clinch the title, but the

misses to the right and that’s it.”
Earlier, Jimenez’s chances of lifting the

Spaniard left his first putt six feet short
and rolled his second one past the hole.

UBS Hong Kong Open trophy had
looked slim when he trailed Karlsson

That gave Karlsson a lifeline, but his
bogey putt to force a playoff drifted right

by four shots with seven holes to play.
But he birdied the par-three 12th and

and a relieved Jimenez tapped in for
victory.

followed up with an eagle on the parfive 13th to pull back another stroke as

“I hit my first putt there and thought it
was going to be very fast, downgrain,

Karlsson birdied the hole.
Karlsson’s lead was cut to one when

downhill,” said the Spaniard.
“But I left it too short, about the same

he bogeyed the par-four 15th and the duo
were level when Jimenez made a birdie

distance that he had his putt for bogey.
So I putted first and I missed that one.

three at the next, setting up the dramatic
finish.

“When I missed, I still know that I’ve
got a chance because it’s not an easy putt

While disappointed, Karlsson took defeat in his strike. “I hit close enough to the

for him and he could miss. If not, at least
we’re going to have a playoff.

pins but when I hit good putts, they just
didn’t go in,” said the Ryder Cup star.

All Smiles: Jimenez with the trophy

Leaderboard
1.
2.
Bunkered: KJ
finished in a tie
for second for
the second time
in three years.

5.
6.
7.

“I did what I could but I don’t know
what I could have done differently. A
couple decisions cost me a couple of

12.

shots but when you’re out there, I don’t
think I would have made any different
decisions.
“Miguel hit a lot of good putts. At the
end of the day, he beat me fair and
square.”
Jimenez was full of sympathy for
Karlsson, who had led from the second
round.
“Robert played so well all through the
week, he was on the leaderboard all the
way to the last hole,” said Jimenez.
“I told him I was sorry for the way he
finished the tournament. He’s a top class
player, no doubt, and he played well,
but you can have only one winner.”

15.
50.

Miguel Angel Jimenez
Thongchai Jaidee
K.J. Choi
Robert Karlsson
Peter Hanson
Graeme McDowell
Trevor Immelman
Jarmo Sandelin
Gary Simpson
Daniel Chopra
Marcus Fraser
Mike Weir
Scott Strange
Shiv Kapur

Spain
Thailand
S. Korea
Sweden
Sweden
N. Ireland
S. Africa
Sweden
Australia
Sweden
Australia
Canada
Australia
India

265 (65-67-66-67)
266 (66-67-68-65)
(62-72-65-67)
(64-64-66-72)
267 (68-66-65-68)
269 (67-66-68-68)
270 (71-62-70-67)
(69-64-68-69)
(69-67-65-69)
(66-68-66-70)
(67-68-64-71)
271 (69-64-67-71)
(66-68-66-71)
(67-67-65-72)

Liang Wen-chong
Zhang Lian-wei

China
China

272 (68-66-68-70)
281 (70-68-71-72)

It was the second time Jimenez had
benefited from a rival stumbling on the

2004. It’s an old fashioned golf course, a
beautiful design.

18th at Fanling. Three years ago, South
Africa’s James Kingston bogeyed the

“You need to play very well from the
tee. It’s not very easy to hit those greens,

hole to hand him the title by one stroke.
After landing his second Hong Kong

especially when you miss the fairways.”
Jimenez‘s victory was his 14th on the

triumph on Sunday, Jimenez said he had
a great liking for Fanling’s tight, par-70

European Tour and his first since the
Celtic Manor Wales Open in June 2005.

Championship Course.
“I like this course very much,” he said.

It was also the second Spanish victory
in a row at Fanling following José

“I’ve been saying it since I won here in

Manuel Lara’s triumph a year ago.
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TOURNAMENT Golf
Choi, a six-time winner on the PGA Tour, pulled level with
Karlsson on 16-under when he holed a monster eagle putt on
the 13th but gave a stroke back on the 16th and then hit his drive
into the trees on the final hole.
“The eagle gave me a very good chance, but on the 18th my
drive kicked left into the rough,” he said. “It was very tough
today.”
Thongchai, meanwhile, soared up the leaderboard with six
birdies in the last seven holes.
“It was really windy today and it was not easy, but I just
concentrated on keeping the ball on the fairway and I putted
very well on the back nine,” said the Thai star.

NUMBERS GAME
Average score during the week at the par-four ninth,
ranked the hardest hole on the course: 4.39
The number of strokes that Thailand’s Chapchai Nirat
needed to complete the 9th during the third round: 9
Average score during the week at the notorious
par-four eighteenth, ranked the third hardest hole on
the course: 4.18
The number of eagles recorded at the eighteenth

Peter Hanson of Sweden finished fifth on 13-under 267 after a
68 while Northern Ireland’s Graeme McDowell also had a 68 for

during the event: 2 (Hong Kong’s James Stewart and the
Philippines Gerald Rosales).

sixth place on 11-under 269. South Africa’s Trevor Immelman
(67) was joint seventh with four others on 10-under 270 while

Average score during the week at the par-five
thirteenth, ranked the easiest hole on the course: 4.44

Canada’s Mike Weir – the 2003 Masters champion – finished a
shot further back in joint 12th position after a 71.

FAST FINISH
At 2-over par through sixteen holes of the second round of the
HKO, Gerald Rosales of the Philippines looked like missing the
cut and heading back to Manila on the first available flight. But
a birdie at the 17th followed by an incredible eagle at the 18th,

The number of strokes that Derek Fung, Hong Kong’s
best performer at the event, missed the cut by: 1

They didn’t win, but these
guys were champions off
the course…

where he holed a wedge from 110 yards, meant he made the
weekend’s play on the number. Rosales ended up finishing in a
tie for 67th to earn a shade over US$4,500.

Quotes of the week...
Reteif Goosen [on Phil Mickelson’s recent appearances in
Singapore and Shanghai]:

“Yeah, it’s about time he

got off his arse.”
Peter Thomson [on appearance fees]: “Tournaments in
Asia should not be open to rape and pillage
by players and their managers…it’s a big cause
for concern.”
Miguel Angel Jimenez [on Karlsson]: “I feel for Robert
and the way he finished. He played so good
all week and then had a double at the last. It’s
not the best way to finish.”
Robert Karlsson [on Jimenez]: “Miguel hit a lot of
good putts. At the end of the day, he beat me
fair and square.”
18
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Stuart Appleby…OK,
so he missed the cut, but
the Aussie was by far the
most eloquent of all the
pros who dared to enter
the media centre.

Robert Karlsson…Despite

Bryan Saltus…The Californian, an

K.J. Choi…Asia’s highest ranked

gifting the title to Jimenez,
the towering Swede

Asian Tour regular, got himself right
up into contention after 36 holes but

player was the most obliging of the
big names when it came to interviews.

couldn’t have been more
generous in defeat. A class

faded on the weekend. Nevertheless,
his happy-go-lucky attitude won him

But why he insisted on using a translator we’ll never know. We’ve heard

act and a super nice guy.

a lot of new fans.

you speak fluent English, K.J! AGE
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UPDATE

2007
POK OI CHEERING GOLF DAY 2007

$133,000

$470,000
2007
11

Honma

30

$228,000
Ashworth

140
Bridgestone
2007
Kasco

Swiss Privilege

Agility Logistics Ltd.
The Global Group
60
Comvita
2004

Honma

Adidas Golf

$228,000
Porterline
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UPDATE

2007

Honma

Honma

3

Honma

Honma

5
133,000

Mr. William Fu

71.6

71.6
2.4

70.6
Honma

Honma

Kyuma San

Honma
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TOURNAMENT Golf

The Scottish duo held their nerve in a
thrilling finish over the Olazabal Course
to beat Heath Slocum and Boo Weekley
at the third play-off hole to win the prestigious trophy for their country for the
first time in the event’s 53 year history.
The Scots suffered ‘extra time’ heartache last year as Germany edged them
on the first play-off hole in Barbados.
But they made amends this time, making par on the third extra hole to secure
a maiden World Cup success and
finally join England, Ireland and Wales
as World Cup winners.
“I didn’t want to say anything to Marc
but my play-off record is rubbish,” joked
Montgomerie. “But playing with Marc
was great and if he is not in the top 20 in
the world by this time next year I will be
very surprised for he is a fantastic player.

22
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KINGS
OF SCOTLAND
Monty and Warren Claim World Cup
Glory at Mission Hills
Photos courtesy of Getty Images

Colin Montgomerie and Marc Warren
thrilled Scotland and the enormous
galleries at Mission Hills Golf Club with a
superb play-off victory over the United
States to win golf’s World Cup.

TOURNAMENT Golf

Key Players (clockwise from far left): The
victors with possibly the heaviest trophy in golf;
Monty and Warren picked up US$800,000
each for their triumph; the American team can
consider themselves a tad unlucky; Poulter
and Rose added much-needed star quality.
“He holed some crucial putts out there
under pressure, none more so than at the

will hit a fine recovery shot to get you
back on track and, just like last year, it

first play-off hole to keep us in it. After
that went in I thought we were favourites

was an honour to play for Scotland
alongside him.

to be honest and so it was great to get the
job done. After missing out last year, to

“We didn’t really feel any extra pressure going into the play-off because we

come here and win is superb.”
Warren returned the compliment to

lost out last year but it would have been
really disappointing to miss out again

the doyen of Scottish professional golf
who now has a World title to stand

which is why it is fantastic that we have
won for Scotland for the first time. It is

alongside his eight European Tour Order of Merit successes.

also a great honour to win the first tournament sponsored by Omega and Mis-

“For this format, Monty is the perfect
guy to play with,” said Warren, who

sion Hills who have looked after us all
so superbly this week.”

continued his play-off success story, the
win in China following his Scandina-

Scotland had initially looked on course
to claim the victory without the need for

vian Masters success in 2006 and his
Johnnie Walker Championship at

a play-off after completing their round
with a superb six under par 66 in the four-

Gleneagles victory earlier this year.
“If you make a mistake, you know he

somes format and sat top of the
leaderboard by one stroke as the United

States and France headed onto the 18th.
In regulation play, the Scots went
ahead for the first time after playing the
14th and 15th in three under par. First
Warren his a pitch stone dead for a tapin birdie at the 14th, then Montgomerie
produced the shot of the day, a 202 yard
six iron to eight feet for Warren to roll in
the eagle putt.
Warren’s calm demeanour never
changed all day and, after Montgomerie
had left his first putt 15 feet short at the
16th, the junior partner in the Scottish
team took dead aim and hit the centre of
the cup for a vital par four. It was, as
Montgomerie pointed out, a key
moment.
England’s Justin Rose and Ian Poulter
could not deliver the one ‘hot round’ they
promised all week and came up two
strokes short of the play-off. On another
week, the English pair might well have

ASIAN GOLF EXPLORER
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TOURNAMENT Golf
contest going. His putt was struck well
but stayed above ground leaving Scotland champions for the first time.
Outside the leading two nations,
France, in the guise of Grégory Havret
and Raphaël Jacquelin fell just short as
they claimed sole possession of third
place by carding a five under par 67 in
the foursomes - their disappointing 71
in Friday’s alternate shot format in the
end proving costly.
won and both admitted they want to do
it all over again some day.
After Slocum had teed off at the 18th,
Weekley’s approach shot rolled within
five feet of the pin and Slocum held his
nerve to comfortably despatch the
putt for a birdie to tie Scotland at 25 under par 263 and force the play-off.
It looked bad for Scotland on the first
hole when Montgomerie pushed his tee
shot into a fairway bunker and despite a
brave escape attempt, Warren sent his

That time they struggled to make birdies while carding three bogeys but in the
final round they enjoyed a faultless
round while collecting five birdies.
Though Rose putted for an eagle on
the ninth, two bogeys on the front nine
proved damaging for fourth placed
England as they completed their round
in five under par 67 and a 23 under par
total of 265 for the tournament.
“I think we did well to score what we
did considering we made some mistakes

approach shot into a greenside trap.
Montgomerie chipped out from the

out there,” admitted Rose. “Every time
we made a mistake we bounced back

sand but the ball fell short of the pin leaving Warren with a tricky task to putt from

brilliantly with a birdie or an eagle but
the mistakes proved costly.”

ten feet. However, the 26 year old
showed no signs of nerves as he bravely

South Africa’s Retief Goosen and
Trevor Immelman combined for a three

made the 25 foot putt for par.
The USA also made par meaning the

under par 69
to claim fifth

play-off continued and when both teams
parred the second play-off hole it looked

place while
Sweden, who

like it was going to take something special to separate the two.

carded an impressive two

On the third play-off hole, suddenly
Scotland were strong favourites as

eagles in
their final

Weekley’s heavily hit approach shot
came up short of the green and Slocum’s

round, finished tied for

underhit pitch shot finished some 12 feet
short of the pin.

sixth along
with The

With the Scots’ par four assured after
having played the hole in regulation

Netherlands,
Germany and

fashion, Weekly knew he had to do what
Warren had done two holes earlier and

Argentina.

knock in a brave putt for par to keep the
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Team China Give
Galleries More to
Cheer
China recorded their best-ever finish at golf’s World Cup, firing an impressive final round of 68 to end the
US$5 million event in a share of eleventh place.
Spurred on by enormous partisan
galleries, the mainland duo of Liang
Wenchong and Zhang Lian-wei
racked up six birdies and just two bogeys in the final day foursomes to finish on a total of 271 (17-under-par),
eight strokes shy of the playoff mark
set by eventual champions Scotland
and runners up the United States.
“We’re really happy with the way
we finished,” said Liang, the current
UBS Asian Tour Order of Merit leader.
“To make six birdies is a very good
achievement; I think we
complimented each other very well
all week.”
Zhang, who partnered Liang in
their previous best finish of tied 17th

at the 2001 edition of the event, paid tribute to the
estimated 30,000 fans who were following the

The Boo
Weekley
SHOW

home nation around the mountainous Olazabal
Course at Mission Hills Golf Club, saying: “The
support we received was fantastic. We just went
out to try our best for them; it’s great to see so
many people watching us.”
Had it not been for a calamitous finish to their

His team might
not have won, but

second round however, Zhang and Liang could
well have picked up a substantially bigger cheque

American Boo
Weekley proved to

than the US$87,500 they received for their efforts
this week.

be the star of the
week thanks to his

“Nobody wanted to see that big ugly 7,” said Zhang
in reference to the triple bogey on the par-four

outstanding play and
amusing perfor-

twelfth that effectively derailed their chances of challenging for the title. “But this isn’t an easy game and

mance in front of the
world’s press. The

we just went out to try our best. We’re a great team
– the best China has ever had – and we’ll do even

Florida native, who
enjoyed a sensational

better next year.”
Liang, who has committed himself to playing

rookie season on the
PGA Tour, winning

more on the European Tour next year, believes that
the experience was vital and could lead to success in

over US$2.25 million
and picking up victory at the Verizon Heritage, was described by

future World Cups, which are scheduled to be played
at Mission Hills for the next eleven years.

Monty as the most laid-back golfer he had ever met, and for good
reason. The 34-year-old is certainly not your average tour golfer. A

“We learnt a lot about team play this week,” said
Liang, 29, who had only just started playing the game in

self-described redneck, Weekley’s passion in life is hunting – golf,
he says, is just a way for him to make a living. In fact, Weekley was

1995 when the World Cup was last played in China. “I
always enjoy partnering with Zhang, and to play as

halfway up a tree, his rifle pointed at a deer, when he got the call that
he would be representing the US at the World Cup. “I damn near

well as we did is a very precious thing. We’ve played
well together in the

well fell off” he said.

past – in events like
the Dynasty Cup and

Some Classic Boo…

Buddha Cup – but
this will give us a lot

before he visited Mission Hills. This was only Weekley’s third trip
outside the United States after visits to Scotland and Mexico earlier

of confidence when
we return here next

in the year.

year,” he said.

“I love to play the game but my heart is really
with hunting and fishing. I had a good day. It was
fun. But what would be even funner is if I’m sitting
at the house catching about a 10-pounder.”

High Fives (clockwise
from top left): A poor
final round cost the
French; Boo Weekley,
arguably the player
of the tournament;
Liang and Zhang
combined admirably
to finish just outside
the top-ten.

“Uhhhhm….rice,” when asked what he knew about China

“I want to play 10 or 12 years, whatever it takes
to get enough money in the bank, and I’m done. I
get tired of the grind. I get tired of being away
from my family.” AGE
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INTERVIEW

LIVING LEGEND:
Peter Thomson
Photos by Paul Lakatos/UBS

The 78-year-old Australian, in Hong Kong as
a special guest of Open sponsors UBS, is one
of golf’s true greats - and a thoroughly nice
chap to boot. We sat down with the five-time
British Open Championship winner to get his
views on the state of the game, his course
design business, his loathing of appearance
fees and why he doesn’t think Tiger Woods is
the best player the world has ever seen.
AGE: Although you’re credited with helping
to establish the professional golf circuit in
Asia, you weren’t actually at the first Hong
Kong Open in 1958. Why was that?
PT: Well the truth of the matter is that
I didn’t actually know it was going on. I
was lying on the beach in Australia and
saw a report on the tournament in the
newspaper. I thought, ‘hey, they are playing the Hong Kong Open and why I am
not there.’ I made sure I was there the
next year.
AGE: You’re the guest of honour at the Hong
Kong Open. How does it feel to be back?
PT:I’m in the stages now of dignitary.
I sit around and look important, but I’m
not [laughs]. It’s very nice to be invited
and honoured in this way – I’m pleased
with that. People have asked me if I’m
going to catch up with some old friends,
but the truth is that not many of them
are left. Some of them have since left
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Hong Kong and some…well, some of
them have gone to heaven. That’s what
happens when you get to my age.
AGE: It is very satisfying to see how the
Asian Tour has progressed?
PT: Yes and no. The progress here in
Asia has obviously been very rapid, but
I have a tinge of regret because this success it putting the squeeze on Australian
golf – the Australian Tour. We are suffering on the advent of the tycoons of
Asia and this is giving us just three precious weeks in a year devoted to golf. At
one time we had at least fifteen events in
October, November and December.
Anyway, I’m not a person to look back
but to look forward. Australia will take
care of its problems in its own way. But
I would issue a word of caution on the
Asian progress, that you’re in for a bit of
competition and it will come from the
Middle East. There are so many opulent

courses that are built there and they are
having really big events already. There
will be competition for players and
heavy sponsorship, which is a healthy
thing for the professional game of golf,
chasing the big name players. Generally
speaking, I think the more big professional events there are, the better.
AGE: These days, you’re almost as well
known for your course design business
as you are for your professional playing
career. How active are you still on the
design front?
PT: I’ve been active since 1964 in designing and getting things built. As

gone. Now, you can play one day in China
and then fly to America and the grass is the
same. Conditions are the same the world
over – you’re not – professional golfers are
not – having to deal with anything out of
the ordinary. Golf isn’t a fair game – that’s
why it’s played over four rounds rather
than just one. Professionals are not getting
tested enough.
AGE: What is your course design
philosophy?
PT: First and foremost, the terrain will
determine the character of the course and
you have to use that to your best ability.
There’s no use trying to build a links
course in the swamps of Florida, for
instance. Likewise in Japan, more often
than not, you’re going to be faced with
pretty mountainous terrain. You have
to work with what you have.

Class Act:
Thomson with the
Hong Kong Open
trophy at Fanling.

we’ve expanded and grown, more and
more people have come into my
company. They try and keep me in the
back room now, away from the important business people. I think that’s inevitable with the fate of an ageing chairman,
but I like that, I’m having a good time. I
still do a great many site visits, you understand – it’s important for me to get
out there and make sure what we plan is
actually getting built properly. It amazes
me that there are professional golfers out
there who just put their names to courses
without having much input into how
they’re built. How can they be described
as designers?

AGE: Is there a project in Asia that you’re
particularly fond of?
PT: You’ve got to be careful. If you praise
one, you offend the other. You have to love
each of them equally like children. It’s a
very rewarding thing to be sculpturing,
hopefully to build something that’ll last
one hundred years or more.
AGE: Are golf courses too manicured
these days?
PT: You look at the technology of
modern turf grass – it goes against the
interest of the game. You don’t get a bad
lie anywhere on the golf course now;
the skill of recovering from bad lies has

AGE: You’re known for your love of the
Old Course at St. Andrews and having
won 5 Open Championships, this might
seem a rather uninspired question, but is
links golf the best form of the game?
PT: Golf, like sailing, needs wind and
you tend to get that at links courses.
However, I find inland courses – both
parkland and heathland – equally
pleasurable. The Old Course at St.
Andrews is the most demanding of all
the courses on the Open Championship
rota - amazing, because it’s largely a natural phenomenon. In fact, you could say
that all courses are copies of the Old
Course to some extent. Every course has
18 holes and the vast majority have sand
bunkers too. That’s because the Old
Course had them – designers copied the
idea from there. The Old Course is so
unique – some people criticize it for its
eccentricities but nobody has thought of
anything better.
AGE: Your firm recently completed the
renovation of Clearwater Bay here in
Hong Kong. How would you rate the
course now?
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Walk this way: Thomson won the HKO three times.

PT: I’m surprised, because it’s built on
a very unhelpful piece of land. We
weren’t the original architects, but were
called in to strengthen the layout and as
you know it’s an incredibly beautiful
place. Our shaper – Peter Widdell – did a
brilliant job. I think it’s as good as anything in the world now.
AGE: It seems to be that the vast majority
of courses being built in Asia are part of
a real estate development. There are very
few stand-alone courses. Why is that?
PT: It’s not just in Asia. The United
States is the same. There are a couple
of reasons, but the most important, of
course, is money. To build a golf course
these days is exceptionally expensive
– the cost of the land, the design fee,
the construction fee…it all adds up.
Developers don’t think they’ll be able
to make their money back just through
the golf course so they need the properties as well. In a way it’s a shame –
but having more courses is preferable
to none being built as well. From a
design point of view, planning a golf
course so that it fits with the real estate
is a skill in itself. But it’s something
we all have to get good at – I’d say 19
out of 20 new courses are part of a
larger property concern.

AGE: Tiger Woods. Is he the best the world
has ever seen?
PT: I don’t think anyone will ever beat
his record, but whether he is the best
player ever, that’s a different question.
He hits too many wild shots for my
liking. There will be a series of people
who will burn brightly for a few years
but I was very taken with the effort of
Andres Romero at the Open this year. He
is the most unlucky player I can recall.
When he hit that wall on the seventeenth it
went 90 degrees and out of bounds. I
thought that was the cruelest thing ever.
But he won the next week. I would expect
him to win the Open at some point.
AGE: Fanling is one of the very few
tournament courses that measures less
than 7,000 yards, and although a lot of
the players say it’s still a good test of golf,
they are saying that it does play short.
What’s your view on modern-day
equipment, because, presumably, Fanling
wasn’t considered a short course when
you were winning here?
PT: I think it’s a shame that what’s happened to the golf ball has gone right under
the noses of the authorities. Today’s golf
ball penetrates the air so easily and the result it colossal distance. This doesn’t fit the
arena in which they play.

AGE: Should anything be done?
PT: The golf ball has been under scrutiny for more than 100 years. The golf
ball has always been a problem with regard to golf courses – even the Old
Course at St. Andrews has evolved so
that it was able to ‘fit’ the golf ball. When
I played in the 1960s, the cover of the
ball was dimpled, but there were fewer
and smaller dimples; approximately 50%
of the cover was dimpled. If you had a
ball with no dimples it would drop like
a stone. It wouldn’t even go 180 yards.
Today’s golf balls are fully covered with
dimples and that’s the problem. More
dimples mean the ball penetrates the air
better. But despite all this, it’s not necessarily a big problem in establishing the
best players. The biggest championships
are still being won by the best players.
It’s hard to argue with that.
AGE: You said that tournaments competing
for the big name players is healthy for golf.
But should these tournaments – or rather
their sponsors – have to pay appearance
fees to get these players?
PT: Absolutely not. This is a subject
that I feel very strongly about. There is
an undercurrent of nastiness at the moment and it’s a big cause for concern.
Tournaments in Asia shouldn’t be open
to rape and pillage by players and their
managers. In my opinion, the PGA and
European Tours should step in and assist the Asian Tour in stamping out the
practice. They should introduce the same
rules as their own sphere. Sponsors need
to be protected; they’re going to get fed
up eventually. In Australia there aren’t
any appearance fees; they jacked it in.
The players won’t play if they know that
someone is being paid to be there. The
European Tour and PGA Tour don’t allow
appearance money to be paid and Asia to
do likewise. The most important thing to
realize is that the PGA Tour is the strongest
tour in the world because they don’t pay
appearance money. The Asians have to take
a leaf out of their book. AGE
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INSIDE the Industry
Weighty Issues
Normally, I’ll fly to the
tournament venue on a
Sunday night. The biggest
hassle about my job is the
amount of luggage I have to
carry around. Lugging a 70kg
bag, filled with 30 putters, a
bending (loft and lie) machine
and an assortment of caps and
other accessories, through
customs and then into a taxi
isn’t the easiest thing to do, I
can assure you. Thankfully,

A Week in the Life of…
THE TOUR REP
Shane Warde spends 40 weeks of the year
travelling to tournaments around Asia on behalf
of Yes! Golf, one of the world’s leading putter
manufacturers. We catch up with Warde as he
prepares to leave his base in Manila.

touch wood, the airlines have
never lost an item of mine. I
try and always fly Philippine
Airlines (PAL), because I am
permitted an extra 25kg of
baggage allowance with them.
I always exceed this, of course,
but I’m pretty cheeky and can
get away with it most times.
I always stay at the same
hotel as the players, so
there’s usually a few of
them around by the time I
arrive. The players, by and
large, like a bit of a drink
on a Sunday night – the only
time they really get to enjoy
a ‘blowout’ is on the last
night of a tournament, so I
might join them for a while.
I get on very well with the vast
majority of players on Tour. I
think the players respect the
fact that I am a qualified
professional too. It’s of

Expert Advice: Warde on the green with India’s
Amandeep Johl; his tools of the trade (right)

I love my job; the lifestyle is great but
I think it would be even better if I was
single. I now have four kids, so it’s not
always easy being away from home.

deal of time with them, explaining the
superior characteristics of the putters, and
personally fit each putter for whoever
wants one. Usually, I’ll arrive on the practice putting green at around 7am on the
Monday and set up all my kit. The play-

great help when I talk
equipment with them. Most of the guys

Customization

ers start arriving after 7.30am and I assist them in any way I can. I normally

who represent Yes! Golf on the tours
around the world are professional golf-

My chief role is to make made-to-measure Yes! Golf putters for any of the Asian

give away between ten and fifteen
putters a day.

ers as well. I think it’s a huge advantage
for us. It helps us understand the needs

Tour players who want them. Of course,
I want as many of the pros to use Yes!

Yes! Golf are currently the second most
popular putter on Tour. The statistics

of the players better.

putters as possible, so I’ll spend a great

vary from week to week, but if you take
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September’s Midea China Classic in
Guangzhou, for example, 40 of the pros

on the Thursday
and Friday of an

were using a Yes! putter compared to 45
who were using Odyssey, who are cur-

event I meet with
the Yes! Golf dis-

rently the number one. Ping had 20
putters in play that week and Titleist had

tributor for the
country we’re in,

12. The first time we were represented at
a tour event was in 2002 at the Hong

or I might have to
hold demo days at

Kong Open. I think we gave away 17
putters that week, but many of those

corporate events
or driving ranges

were given away to the Hong Kong amateurs who were in the field. To go from

– it all depends
where I am. Be-

there to having approximately 30% of
the field using Yes! putters gives a great

cause I also own
the distribution

indication how far the company has progressed in recent times.

rights to Yes! Golf
in the Philippines,

Generally speaking, professional golfers are reluctant to change anything

I’m getting pretty
busy with that side

equipment-wise, but if their regular
putter hasn’t been behaving as it should

of things as well,
but my first prior-

then they might drop it for a round in
order to ‘teach it a lesson’. It’s funny the
number of guys who drop their own

ity is to get as
many Yes! putters
on Tour as

putter to try out one of ours. More often
than not, they’ll keep the Yes! in the bag

possible.
Some of the play-

putters on top of that, so it all
adds up.

for a lot longer than they imagined.
My biggest convert to a Yes! putter is

ers say I have the
best job on tour,

Recently, Yes! introduced an
incentive programme for Asian

probably Nick Faldo, who, in 2004 at the
Hong Kong Open, used one for all four

because I’m guaranteed to pick up a cheque every week. I

Tour players. Each week, the top
Yes! finisher will receive US$500 and the

rounds. In the end he finished in a tie for
sixth, which was easily one of his best

love my job; the lifestyle is great but I
think it would be even better if I was

second placed Yes! finisher receives US$250.
If a player wins an event using a Yes! putter

results of the year.

single. I now have four kids, so it’s not
always easy being away from home. But

then he’ll receive a US$500 bonus as well.
What’s more, if a Yes! player doesn’t win

Travel, little leisure
I’m contracted to attend around 40

the good thing is that I get to spend the
weekends with them – I’ll leave the event

that week, the money is rolled over to the
next. It’s a bit of extra fun, but it’s also proved

events a year. 20 of these are Asian Tour,
10 are Asian/European Tour co-

on a Friday to make sure I’m back at
home for Saturday and Sunday.

to be very popular among the pros.
Although we’re called tour reps, we’re

sanctioned, I’ll do 5 in Japan and I’ve just
started doing the Korean PGA Tour too.

Commitment

not really – first and foremost I’m a golf
pro. I really don’t like the word tour rep.

Plus, I’ll go to Orlando for the PGA Merchandise Show and the occasional event

Despite being a relatively small company compared to some of the golfing

My dream is to see Yes! become the
most popular putter in the world. Is that

in Australia. My favourite events are the
biggest; Hong Kong, China, the

mega brands out there, Yes! has made a
huge commitment in establishing a pres-

realistic? There’s a slim chance, but it’s
not impossible. My ambition, however,

Singapore Open – they’ve all got a really great atmosphere.

ence here in Asia. I receive a decent salary and my expenses for the 4 nights I’m

is for Yes! to be the number one ranked
putter on Tour. Is that realistic?

But my work doesn’t just involve
working on the practice green. Usually,

away every week equate to roughly
US$1,500. Plus, I’ll be giving away 30

Absolutely, and I expect that to happen
by the end of the 2008 season. AGE
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REGIONAL Golf

Golfing GUILIN

45
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Scenic Swings: Stunning
landscapes await golfers at
Twin Peak Golf Resort (3);
first-rate accommodation in
downtown Guilin.
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Merry Time at Merryland: Guangxi’s premier course

Golden Louise

20

35-40
tee

5,921

6,493

50
18
tee
7,073

OK
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Inset: The par-four
16th requires a short
hop on a sampan.

Guilin Golf Guide
ORIENTATION

vantage point. The appealing Mountain

Hong Kong Airlines, Dragonair and
China Southern all fly direct from Hong

and Water courses, which feature dual
greens (Bentgrass for the cooler winter

Kong to Guilin’s international airport
(flight time: 50mins), which is situated

months; Bermuda for every other time),
should be the choice for most; the Rock

20 minutes from the centre of Guilin,
capital of Guangxi province. Transfers

nine is a candidate for the narrowest and
most unforgiving layout in the land.

between the airport, hotel and course are
included within packages booked in

Although the club isn’t known for its
conditioning, you have to play it for the

Hong Kong.

scenery alone.
20mins from centre of Guilin.

WHERE TO PLAY
Guilin Twin Peak Golf Resort Hotel

Guilin Merryland Golf Club

Arguably the most scenic course in
China, this 27-hole club, which com-

Although not as beautiful as Twin Peak
(it’s still very pretty but those famous

prises the Mountain, Water and Rock
courses, is surrounded on all sides by

karsts aren’t in view here), Merryland
scores higher marks when it comes to

magnificent limestone karsts, allowing
jaw-dropping views from nearly every

design; this is a thoroughly enjoyable
(and playable) resort-style 18-hole lay-

out that takes advantage of naturally
rolling terrain. The par four 16th – the
club’s signature hole – features a lake in
front of the tee box that can only be
crossed by sampan. As part of an enormous so-say 5-star resort and theme
park, Merryland is certainly a good
choice for those with family in tow.
1hr from centre of Guilin. AGE

COSTS
Guilin(
) 3 Days 2 Nights
H.K <> Guilin Roundtrip Ticket
2 Nights Merryland Or Twin Peak(share
room)
Daily Breakfast
Unlimited Green fee
HK$2,690up, By HongKong Airlines
HK$2,980up, By Dragon Airlines
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HOTEL Directory
HOTEL Directory

Guangzhou

Shenzhen
Four Point Sheraton

NanSha Grand Hotel

Marco Polo Shenzhen
Nanyang King's Gate Hotel

Conifer Hotels & Resorts
Royal Marina Plaza

Jin Jiang Shen Zhen Airline Hotel
Guangzhou Ocean Apartment
Grand Mercure Oriental Ginza
Asia International Hotel
Grand View Hotel
Guangdong International Hotel
Golden Central Hotel
Royal Mediterranean Hotel
Sunshine Hotel
Guangzhou Helenbergh
Intercontinental Shenzhen
Regal River Hotel Guangzhou
The Bonanza Hotel & Spa

Dong Fang Hotel
Nan Hai Hotel

Dragon Lake Princess Hotel
The Interlaken OCT Hotel

Crown Plaza Hotel, Shenzhen

Chime Long Hotel

Mission Hill Resort
Savannah Wing

Star River

Nanyang Royal Hotel

Huizhou
Huizhou Noble Jasper Hotel

Espring Hotel

Kande Hotel International

TianLun International Hotel

Zhongshan

Foshan

Zhongshan Shangri-La Hotel

Foshan Hotel

Zhongshan Hot Spring Resort

Foshan Panaroma Hotel

Jiangmen
Butterfly Valley Resort
Palace International Hotel

Fantaine Bleau Hotel
Yucca Hotel
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Dongguan

Zhuhai

Goodview Hotel- Zhangmutou

Zobon Hotel

Goodview Hotel- Tangxia

Harbour View

Grand Bay View Hotel
Crown Price Hotel
Yuwenquan Hot Spring Resort
Hui Hua Hotel
Zhauhai Holiday Inn Resort

Ocean Spring Resort
Hotel Silverland

Zhuhai Chang An Holiday Hotel
Metropolitian Yiking Hotel
Zhuhai Holiday Resort Hotel
Gladden Hotel, Fenggang

Hainan
Royal Garden Hotel

Crown SPA Resort Hainan

Sheraton Haikou Hotel
Cinese Hotel
New State Guesthouse
DongCheng International Hotel
Hainan Mandarin Hotel

Golden Coast Lawton Hotel
Dongguan Lung Chuen International Hotel
Universal Resort

Parkview Hotel

Yalong Bay Mangrove Tree Resort

Gloria Grand Hotel Haikou
Lotus Villa Hotel - ChangAn
Crown Spa Resort Hainan

Springwood Harbour Hotel

Sofitel Royal Lagoon Executive Resort

Huandao Tide Hotel

Meishi Mayflower International Golf Club

Sofitel Royal Lagoon Dongguan

Other Area
Marriott Holidays Hotel
Nile Villa International Hotel
Shantou Regency Hotel
Richwood Garden Hotel
Vienna International Hotel Lijiang
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PRO Shop

CANTERBURY
The Michael Campbell Collection
Canterbury’s is not a name that many Hong Kong golfers will be immediately familiar with; the brand is better
known as a supplier of first-class rugby apparel and
accessories, rather than having any association with the royal
and ancient game that we all know and love. But the New
Zealand clothing giant has recently joined forces with 2005
US Open champion Michael Campbell to produce a range
of high performance golfing gear – the Michael Campbell
Collection - which is now available from all branches of
Royal Sporting House.
Campbell is instantly recognizable on the course – his
distinctive clothing is festooned with authentic Maori
designs, each symbolizing a powerful mythological story.
Indeed, after his victory at Pinehurst two years ago, sales of
his colourful garb went through the roof. Not surprisingly
either – he really looked the business as he coolly held off a
surging Tiger Woods down the stretch. Canterbury might
not be able to promise you’ll be able to do the same, but
you’re bound to impress your regular foursome partners
by turning up on the first tee wearing something from this
undeniably trendy range of attire.
RRP HK$499 (Shirts). Available at Royal Sporting House /
Golf House.
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ADAMS GOLF
IDEA a3OS Irons
Are these the most forgiving irons on the market today? Quite possibly, is the rather vague answer
to that, but here’s the thing: they’re not really irons at
all. Designed for maximum game improvement,
Adams have integrated six progressively shaped
hybrids with two cavity-back short irons for what
the company says is the latest breakthrough in
hybrid shaping and performance.
Featuring a category leading MOI (moment of
inertia) of 3350, Adams also claims that these babies are the longest, straightest and the easiest to
hit of any club out there. Well, of course they’d say
that, we hear you chime, but there’s little doubt that
the a3OS series will appeal to those who struggle with
regular irons and are looking for something that will generate higher spin rates, thereby giving a higher launch. Traditionalists might scoff at their unconventional look, but who cares about
that when you’re hitting it sweeter than you have ever done before.

a3OS Set Make-Up
3, 4 & 5 Boxer Hybrids: Designed with Boxer Technology, which results in high MOI for more
forgiveness and a straighter and longer ball flight.
6,7 & 8 Hybrids: Three iron-like hybrids. Adams have moved the weight low and back for
high-launching, easy-to-hit approach shots from the rough or fairway. A wide sole
design helps cut through turf interference.
9 & PW: ‘Traditional’ cavity-back short irons with a large sweetspot to
further promote ease of use.
Available in Men’s, Ladies and Senior’s specifications.
RRP HK$5,990 (3-PW, all specs). Available from
Royal Sporting House.
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Tiana’s Double Delight
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In what is arguably the local story of the year, 10-

last month’s UBS Hong Kong Open) had never made

year-old Tiana Lau achieved the incredible at
Clearwater Bay Golf & Country Club Club last

an ace before, but has already established herself as
one of the SAR’s most promising junior golfers: her

month, making TWO holes-in-one in an unbelievable six-hole stretch.

solid performances in Hong Kong Golf Association events has resulted in a call up to the junior

Playing the executive nine at the Hong Kong club,
Tiana, with caddie/mother Irene in tow, aced the

squad and she already plays off an impressive handicap of 14, which is set to drop further as a result of

91-yard 2nd with a 9-iron, before holing out again
on the 85-yard 7th with the same club.

her miraculous play.
The only unfortunate part was that her stagger-

“After the first one, she screamed,” said Irene.
“After the second one she was jumping up and down.

ing feats occurred during a practice round for the
Clearwater Bay Executive Nine Winter Junior Open

It was amazing.”
To say the least. Tiana (seen here receiving some

and not the tournament proper. Not that Tiana was
too bothered about that – she still went on to claim

instruction from China’s Liang Wen-chong prior to

victory in the Girls 9-10 age division. AGE
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